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NEO-LIBERALISM INPERSPECTIVE

� Letters and
contributions
(which we may
edit) are
welcome and
should be sent
to the editor –
contact details
alongside.

Looking back over past issues of
Perspectives, there is a concept
that pervades many of the arti-

cles we have published: either
totally in-your-face in some or, in
others, lurking in the background,
a bit like something nasty sticking
to the sole of your shoe. That con-
cept is of course neo-liberalism,
rampant since Margaret Thatcher’s
years and which, despite the
calamity of the current financial
crisis, the current Labour adminis-
tration continues to be in thrall to.

Many of those articles explain,
far better than I, the concept of
neo-liberalism. Suffice to say that
this tendency to marketise all
human activity in our society is
one that degrades society as a
whole and the individuals within
it. David Purdy’s Keyword article
on Value in this issue is particularly
timely in this respect, tackling such
questions as price and value and
the invasive nature of capitalist
commodity production.

Stuart Fairweather takes a look
at the idea that politicians consti-
tute a class of their own, insulated
financially from the world of the
people they represent. In the con-
text of the recent parliamentary
expenses scandal, they live apart,
safe from the financial conse-
quences their constituents face as a

result of their neo-liberal financial
policies. A Herculean task awaits
in the shape of the major reform
that is required of Britain’s whole
political culture.

Neo-liberalism raises its head
again in Beatrix Campbell’s piece,
a riposte to Nancy Fraser’s contro-
versial view that Second Wave
feminism “has taken a turn for the
worse, it sups with the devil”, that
feminism has been transformed
“from a politics of redistribution
to recognition (identity) politics
… [that] does not challenge capi-
talism where it hurts: the redistrib-
ution of power and resources.”

The book Feelbad Britain,
reviewed by Eric Shaw (and previ-
ously examined by Doug Chalmers
in Perspectives 15 when originally
published on line), has a valuable
analysis of the mess Britain now
finds itself in.

Tim Cloudsley’s letter from
Colombia offers insight into a
country that has suffered from a
continuing spiral of violence, and
Chris Dolan writes about the enig-
matic pioneering Scottish Socialist
Robert Cunningham Graham, alias
Don Roberto.

Thanks are due as ever to our
contributors.
Sean Feeny
Editor
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On Wednesday 24th June a historic
event occurred as the Scottish
Parliament passed the most ambi-

tious piece of legislation on climate change
in Europe. Accompanied by the biggest mass
lobby since the parliament was formed, the deci-
sion was made to commit Scotland to a 42% reduc-
tion in greenhouse gases by 2020. Although there are
loop holes to be filled and a degree of passing responsi-
bility down to public bodies, this is still a significant
step for a small country and a magnificent achievement
for the coalition of environmental organisations which
have been lobbying together as Stop Climate Chaos.

Challenging climate change has become a wide-
spread activity. There are five transition towns in
Scotland working on energy descent plans and over
70 others working towards this goal. 89 community
groups are in receipt of climate challenge funds to cut
greenhouse gas emissions. Groups like Plane Stupid
have undertaken some successful protests at Scottish
airports and are building strong alliances with the
communities most directly affected by airport expan-
sion. A Climate Change and the Labour Movement
Network (Scotland) has recently been launched. At
the time of writing, a climate camp is due to take place
in Scotland to take on the big carbon dioxide emitters.
It is possible that in Scotland, the structural barriers to
communities and organisations making the level of
cuts necessary are starting to be tackled by those with
the power to do so. If other countries follow suit, or
better still leapfrog and exceed Scotland’s bold step,
then we could be on a path to solving climate change.

We are right to celebrate but recognise the enormity
of the journey we have to make. We are on the right
path, but at the very beginning of it, on the easy, gentle
slopes. The steeper paths and rugged peaks are still
ahead of us, many of them (this being Scotland)
hidden behind a thick layer of cloud. The combina-
tion of community projects, local energy descent
plans, direct action and public body accountability is
part of the assemblage of measures required but, as
Scotland’s Sustainable Development Commissioners
have argued in the report Prosperity Without
Growth?, there is the knotty problem of economic
strategy. Scotland is still committed to “sustainable”
economic growth rather than growing economic sus-
tainability. We have yet to work out what kind of
economy optimises for sustainability, rather than for
growth. To stretch the metaphor, we haven’t decided
which mountain we are climbing.

First, if we maintain our unquestioned commitment
to economic growth as it is currently understood, no

amount of community direct action will
combine to achieve the targets for carbon

reduction. All will be well so long as eco-
nomic growth is compatible with reducing

greenhouse gases. New economic activity can
be generated in green manufacturing industries

and services to replace energy consuming activities.
But there will also need to be some pain. Industries
will close down, mobility will be less convenient,
public expenditure will be higher to provide public
services closer to users. The first few percentage
points reduction will be relatively easy, as we pick off
the low hanging fruit of home insulation, electric cars
and rural microgeneration. The later reductions will
mean greater sacrifices. Efficiency will only deliver so
much reduction; when we start making sufficiency a
policy goal it will be harder.

There are two major risks here, especially when the
going gets tougher. One is that climate damaging
activities are simply substituted by other, even more
polluting activities – nuclear power for example. The
second risk is that public bodies and firms will look
for the cheapest ways to reduce emissions, which are
not the most socially just. Policies to avoid emissions
are likely to affect the poorest greatest.

The financial greed behind both climate change and
the Bhopal disaster is one of the themes of the great
new film The Yes Men Fix the World. Talking of
Bhopal, Satinath Sarangi, managing trustee of
Sambhavna clinic for Bhopal survivors and activist in
Bhopal Group for Information and Action, was in
Scotland in July to receive an honorary degree from
Queen Margaret University, and took the opportunity
to tour the UK speaking about the 25th anniversary of
the gas leak this December.

A more positive anniversary is mobilising a large
number of community groups throughout Scotland
for an event on 10th October, the Gude Cause. On
this date 100 years ago a major suffragette march took
place through Edinburgh and the re-enactment this
year will celebrate the victory of women’s suffrage,
the many achievements of women’s struggle over the
years, and the demands which the women’s move-
ment continue to fight for. Women and men are
making banners, learning songs and preparing histori-
cal costumes as well as researching the women’s strug-
gles for democracy and liberation in preparation for
this Gude Cause pageant. For ideas of what can be
done log on to www.gudecause.org.uk.

� Eurig Scandrett is an environmental activist and
member of Democratic Left Scotland.

EURIG SCANDRETT’S
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People and politics
In Scotland, as in the rest of Britain, there is widespread disillusionment with politics.
The mainstream parties have lost touch with ordinary people and issues are trivialised
and distorted by the media.

We are continually told that “there is no alternative” to global capitalism. Yet this is
doing untold damage to our environment, our communities and the quality of our
lives, while millions of people remain poor and powerless because the market
dominates our society and we do too little to protect and empower them.

Democratic Left Scotland is a non-party political organisation that works for
progressive social change through activity in civil society – in community groups,
social movements and single-issue campaigns – seeking at all times to promote
discussion and alliances across the lines of party, position and identity.

Political parties remain important, but they need to reconnect with the citizens they
claim to represent, reject the copycat politics that stifles genuine debate and recognise

that no single group or standpoint holds all the answers to
the problems facing our society.

We are trying to develop a new kind of politics, one that
starts from popular activity – in workplaces, localities and
voluntary associations – and builds bridges to the world of
parties and government, on the one hand, and the world
of ideas and culture, on the other.

What does Democratic Left add?
Our approach to politics is radical, feminist and green.

Radical because we are concerned with the underlying,
structural causes of problems such as poverty, inequality,
violence and pollution and aspire towards an inclusive,
more equal society in which everyone is supported and
encouraged to play a full part, within a more just and
sustainable world.

Feminist because we seek to abolish the unequal
division of wealth, work and power between men and
women and to promote a better understanding of the
intimate connections between personal life and politics.

Green because we believe that our present system of
economic organisation is socially and environmentally
destructive, and that a more balanced relationship
between human activity and nature will be better for us,
for our descendants and for the other animal species with
whom we share the planet.

Who can join Democratic Left
Scotland?
Membership is open to anyone who shares our general
outlook and commitments. Whilst many of our members
are involved in a range of political parties, others are not.

Democratic Left Scotland
na Deamocrataich Chli an Alba

Joining and supporting
Democratic Left Scotland
I support the aims and values of Democratic Left Scotland
and have decided to join and/or to support the
organisation. (Please tick as appropriate)

� I wish to join Democratic Left Scotland

Please indicate the level of annual membership you
wish to pay (from £5 unwaged to £60 high waged)

� £5 � £12 � £24 � £36 � £48 � £60

� I wish to support DLS’s campaigns

Please indicate the amount you wish to donate

� £5 � £10 � £15 � £20 � £25

� Other £____________

Please indicate if your donation is

� monthly � annual � one-off

Payment

Payment for membership and/or support for our
campaigning work can be made either by cheque,
payable to Democratic Left Scotland, or banker’s order. If
neither method is suitable, please let our office know and
another arrangement can be made.

� I enclose a cheque to the value of £____________

� Please send me a banker’s order form

Name ............................................................................

Address .........................................................................

.............................................. Postcode .........................

Telephone ......................................................................

E-mail ............................................................................

Please return this form to Democratic Left Scotland,
10 Constitution Road, Dundee DD1 1LL
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POLITICIANS:
IN ACLASSOF
THEIROWN?

Making sense of the present
political situation takes a
bit of doing. Many of us

have been left more scunnered
than ever. But understanding and
action remain essential. This short
piece attempts to start a process of
questioning and will conclude with
a pointer towards change. To do
this I intend to explore the idea of
“the political class”.

In the preface to The Making of
the English Working Class,
EP Thomson reminds us that “a
class is a cultural as much as an
economic formation.” The estab-
lishment of “the political class” in
Britain over the last few decades
should be viewed in these terms.
Westminster parliamentarians
have been exposed for their cor-
ruption and greed over expenses,
but the point is to consider what
this is a symptom of and ask what
this means for the politics of the
UK parliament and wider society.
The greed of individual MPs
should not be separated from a
policy context that encourages
institutional avarice and financial
stupidity. Moral corruption should
not be disconnected from the
deliberate corruption of our civil
society. Banks, the media,
devolved parliaments, political
parties and us as citizens have all
been affected and could continue
to be for years.

But first the political class: Peter
Oborne’s 2007 book The Triumph
of the Political Class focuses on
Westminster. It painstakingly
describes how politicians of differ-
ent parties have more in common

with each other than they do with
working people. Oborne asserts
that the professionalisation of pol-
itics has involved the Tories and
Labour but was accelerated greatly
under Blair, Brown and the “mod-
ernisers”. Oborne perhaps over-
romanticises the previous period,
beginning with Gladstone, which
saw clean government and a sepa-
ration between public service and
private accumulation (for MPs).
Recent headlines however make it
difficult to distinguish between
docility for careerist reasons and
opportunism for financial gain.
MPs, insulated by big salaries and
expenses from the economic mess
their neo-liberal financial policies
have created, look set to vote
through cuts that will affect the
lives of public sector service users
and workers.

PRESIDENTIAL STYLE
Whilst Thatcherism lay waste to
British industry, Blair and Brown
followed with the dismantling of

much of the Labour “movement”.
Today bonuses are being re-instat-
ed for the chief executives at the
banks we now “own” and under-
write but still Labour MPs stay
quiet. The erosion of cabinet gov-
ernment resulted in little internal
opposition to the Iraq war. This
was a huge price to pay for Blair’s
presidential style. The role of the
Commons is to keep government
in check but a dysfunctional politi-
cal system of special advisors and
party whips reinforces authority
with the promises of patronage.
This leads to the corrupting politi-
cal culture.

In particular Labour’s selection
of MPs has backed this up by
rewarding loyalty over everything
else. At its worst the establishment
of the political class has made it
difficult to tell the difference
between the main political parties.
All back the view that there is no
alternative to following the
market; increasingly all have a per-
sonal vested interest in staying in
parliament. Tellingly MPs have still
not removed the anachronism of
the House of Lords.

POST-DEMOCRATIC
One facet of Blairism that now
appears to be an established com-
ponent of the “post-democratic”
approach is the government’s
alliance with the media. But, given
the recent role of the Telegraph,
the relationship between the media
and the government needs re-
examination.

Historically Westminster has
evolved systems and traditions for
dealing with parliamentary debate.
These customs have limitations but
allow for consideration of the
detail and impact of legislation.
The manipulative populism ush-
ered in by Blair and Brown does
not do detail. The differential
impact of legislation is of less
importance than headlines. Sky
TV, the Sun and new media are the
sites of struggle not the despatch
box, parliamentary committees or
even the Cabinet. For New Labour
it is “the project” that is all impor-
tant. But the project has long-since
been lost – even the pretence of

MPs,
insulated by
big salaries
and
expenses
from the
economic
mess their
neo-liberal
financial
policies have
created, look
set to vote
through cuts
that will
affect the
lives of
public sector
service users
andworkers.

In the wake of the Commons expenses scandal,
Stuart Fairweather argues for a complete
change of political culture in Britain.
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IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN?

being a driver of social justice.
Elected representatives are
reduced to the role of cheerleaders
and, thanks to the electoral system,
a huge majority reinforces the
departure from representative
democracy.

KEY VOTERS IDENTIFIED
Perhaps more fundamentally the
electoral system means that not all
electors are equal. Using the skills
of the marketing industry key
voters are identified. They are seen
as the target for immediate focus.
The rest of us become spectators.
But this manipulative communica-
tion channel can on occasion work
in reverse, particularly when a
government gets tired and loses
direction.

The tabloids have become
increasingly clever in mobilising
constituencies for rapid change.
These manipulative alliances with
the political class are driven by
shareholder income and populist
influence rather than approval rat-
ings and headlines. Whether in the
end “it was the Sun that done it” is
not entirely the point. Those that
understand the world of market-
ing, sales and media have learnt
how to by-pass the democratic
process: a skill they learnt from
Blair, Brown and Mandelson.

SENTIMENTAL RESPONSE
Reaction to the 2005 July 7th
London bombings was largely
determined by Blair’s desire to be
seen as tough on terrorism. It was
effective. More recently things
have not so gone well. Brown’s
sentimental response to Susan
Boyle was not the same as crown-
ing Diana “the people’s princess”.
This is not because Blair and
Brown are different personalities,
but because the political tectonic
plates are moving: different
alliances are on offer.

The exposing of MPs’ expenses
broke with the conventions of the
elite and outpaced the much
milder planned legislative process.
The Tories are at least as complicit
in the expenses crisis but will
recover more quickly because of
the support they can gather.

Under Cameron the Tories at last
want to win; they are reaching out
to others in the political and
media elite – although some things
have and will continue to pass
them by: the campaign around the
Gurkhas appeared to catch them
unaware, and the actions of work-
ers at the Lindsey oil refinery
seemed to hold no interest for
them. A previous metropolitan
manifestation was however the
election of Boris Johnson, many
voting him in to spite the political
class: the symbiotic relationship
between the elite and the mob is
not a simple one.

FIGURE OF DISDAIN
Brown has shown great staying
power but he is increasingly a
figure of disdain. He has bailed out
the banks, retains our supine ties
to the US and has planned public
sector cuts. But Cameron is now
seen as perhaps better representing
the interests of finance, the mili-
tary and the market. However
beyond this they both have a
dilemma that will impact on the
election campaign and any period
in office. Will they continue to
govern via the political class or will
they find a way to marry constitu-
tional conservative traditionalism
with a modernised set of policies
that reflect public interests?

To date Cameron has made
noises about cabinet government
and respecting parliament but
alone this will not win an election.
The European election results
illustrate that there is a need for a
progressive national narrative that
will stop Britain drifting to the
right. Waiting for Brown simply to
lose might just get Cameron over
the winning line, but this policy-
lite approach will be hard to
depend upon once in Downing
Street. The real concern is that the
public sector will become the obvi-
ous target with prejudice and fear
being manipulated as immigration
again moves up the populist politi-
cal agenda.

LAST CHANCE?
Does Labour have a last chance?
Backing off the Royal Mail was

more to do with the difficulty of
getting legislation through parlia-
ment than Mandelson’s lack of
desire to wield the knife. Some sug-
gest that changing the leader just
before the election and/or different
policies might just be enough. This
forgets that New Labour’s ideologi-
cal jettisoning of social democracy
was not just political, it was also
infrastructural. There is very little of
“old Labour” to go back to. Some
major unions continue to sign the
cheques, but there is no widespread
receptive political base that will
automatically bring out the vote.

What is required is not a change
of leader or of policy but a charge
of political culture. This is much
easier said than done. It is not a
question of re-connecting Labour
with the left. It is a question of
whether the left can play a national
role beyond New Labour. The
monarchy, the Lords, patronage
and pomp all now need to be on
the agenda. British liberal democ-
racy needs drawn out of the dark
ages, as well as saved from the
clutches of the “modernisers”.
Common cause needs to be made
with those who want to develop
democracy in the workplace, the
home, the nations and globally.
This idealism needs to be connect-
ed to a set of policies that provide
citizens with a belief and desire to
get involved. The “political class”
neither wants nor needs this. But
we the people need an involve-
ment centred on a renewed politi-
cal culture.

� Stuart Fairweather is convener of
Democratic Left Scotland.

FURTHER READING
– Colin Crouch, Coping with

Post-Democracy (Fabian
Society, 2006)

– Pat Devine, Andy Permain and
David Purdy (Eds), Feelbad
Britain: How to Make it Better
(Lawrence & Wishart, 2009)

– Peter Oborne, The Triumph of
the Political Class (Simon and
Schuster, 2007)

– EP Thompson, The Making of
the English Working Class
(Penguin, 1979)

British liberal
democracy
needs drawn
out of the
dark ages, as
well as saved
from the
clutches of
the “modern-
isers”.
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Feminists are familiar with grandiose com-
plaints that the goddess has failed, that it
hasn’t delivered, the world hasn’t changed

enough. And they are just as familiar with the howl
that it has delivered too much: the pendulum has
swung too far, feminism has made life not better but
harder, more complicated and more competitive.

But Nancy Fraser offers a novel hypothesis: she
wonders whether there is “some perverse, subter-
ranean elective affinity” between feminism and neo-
liberal globalisation, whether feminism lost its critical
moorings and harbours a “dangerous liaison” with
capitalism – that feminism is neo-liberal, global capi-
talism’s happy and willing bed-fellow. A moment
arrives in her self-confessed heresy when the provoca-
tion goes too far and apostasy becomes absurdity.

Fraser has to be taken seriously – she is an impor-
tant theorist of feminism, socialism, the state and post-
modernism. Many feminists of a certain generation,
formed by the Women’s Liberation Movement – the
Second Wave – have assimilated her writing, it is part
of our collective common sense.

But she has fired an arrow into its heart: this same
Second Wave stands accused. Her essay, “Feminism
Co-opted?” in New Left Review 56, is a critique that
consummates a decade of debate orchestrated around
her original intervention in 1995, “From
Redistribution to Recognition?” and published in a
2008 anthology, Adding Insult to Injury.

Her case is not merely that feminism has fragment-
ed or faded. That would be sad rather than bad. It is
that feminism has taken a turn for the worse, it sups
with the devil; it has changed its priorities, from a pol-
itics of redistribution to recognition (identity) politics
– a discourse that may be valid and important in its
own right, but does not challenge capitalism where it
hurts: the redistribution of power and resources.
Recognition can be accommodated; re-distribution
can’t.

The decade of debate and some stalwart rebukes
have not chastened her critique. This is how it goes:
looking at 40 years of Second Wave feminism, an
epochal social movement, she measures its “emanci-

patory promise” and its expanded sense of injustice
against outcomes in the new millennium.

Feminism’s critique of the patriarchal family and
the gendered division of labour expressed in the
family wage – as she nicely describes it, the

ethnic majority male breadwinner’s wage – has
been amended by women’s permanent presence in

the global labour market. But that has not altered
power relations between men and women and capi-
talism; cultural struggle has established primacy over
the socio-economic, and the preoccupation with cul-
ture has been “part and parcel of another social trans-
formation – a transformation in the social
organisation of post-war capitalism.”

LEGITIMATING CAPITALISM
And so the movement’s ambitions have been “conscript-
ed in the service of a project that was deeply at odds
with our larger, holistic vision of a just society.”
Exemplifying the “cunning of history” our “utopian
desires have found a second life”: legitimating a new
form of global capitalism. This post-Fordist capitalism is
sustained by ideologies in which markets tame politics –
rather than politics taming markets – and by labour
markets liberated from national border restraints.

Fraser discerns a “disturbing convergence” of some
feminist ideals and global capitalism. Feminism’s cri-
tique of state-organised capitalism and the sexism of a
left that that was unduly productionist, that asserted
the exclusive primacy of class, has, she suggests, been
assimilated to legitimate the new capitalism.

How did it happen? Second Wave feminism, the
Women’s Liberation Movement born out of the con-
tradictions within the liberation movements of the
1960s, coincided with “a historical shift in the charac-
ter of capitalism.” Is coincidence causal? And is a cri-
tique of butch labourism a felony because it happened
to resonate across both right and left?

Feminist critique of the ethnic majority male bread-
winner and the family wage, she agrees, was a pioneer-
ing insight into the way that capitalism modernised a
patriarchal division of labour by polarising public and
private, production and reproduction.

SUPPINGWITHTHEDEVIL?
SECONDWAVEFEMINISM
ANDNEO-LIBERALISM

Beatrix Campbell takes issue with the view that feminism has
lost its bearings and is now a willing bed-fellow of
globalisation and neo-liberal capitalism.

Her case is
not merely
that
feminism has
fragmented
or faded…
it is that
feminism has
taken a turn
for the
worse, it
sups with the
devil.
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Second Wave feminism always challenged liberal –
and indeed socialist – cultures of equality that
assumed that women’s entry to the public world and
the proletariat would complete their historic mission
to become citizens.

There were of course diverse strands and streams
within feminism, but it would probably not be too
much to say that broadly speaking the Second Wave
insisted that gender was a political project, and far
from simply aspiring to catch up with men, it believed
that feminism insisted that masculinities and feminini-
ties were subjectivities structured by gender and a
matrix of difference and dominance were its effects.
So far so good.

Women’s Liberation not only aspired to transform
femininity, it also imagined the transformation of
masculinities. This approach transcended the limits of
equality – a kind of belief that women were evolu-
tionary failures. But Fraser wonders whether the
equality project has merely liberated capitalism’s free-
dom of movement, its valorisation of waged work at
the expense of unwaged work, and its exploitation of
any and all labourers, young and old, male and
female.

CLAIMS FOR JUSTICE
In this context, she says, “feminism thrived.” It did?
Oh yes, insists Fraser, its claims for justice ebbed away
from redistribution and flowed into claims for recog-
nition of identity and difference; and so it was that
feminism “effectively traded one truncated paradigm
for another.”

Where is this promiscuous, flighty feminism? Do
you recognise it?

Sure, we can spot it in Grazia or Cosmopolitan
magazine, or the X Factor or Supernanny – but these
are not the discourses of the political movement of
which she speaks.

Fraser’s concerns may be echoed by women wor-
ried that feminism’s intellectual presence has shrunk
to the academy, and that there, above all, there is a
suspicion that there has been a turn from socio-eco-
nomic justice to culture.

This, however, obscures some decisive develop-
ments. Let’s think of Britain where there has been a
rich expansion of feminist scholarship in science, eco-
nomics, history, social studies, politics, geography –
where, for example, the laureate of radical geography,
Doreen Massey, professor of geography at the Open
University, has been acknowledged as having a trans-
formative influence on the discipline. All this despite
the growing hostility to, and fading resources for, fem-
inist scholarship as such.

Feminism does not live in the academy alone, and in
any case feminism is not reducible to the generation of
the Second Wave – there is a surprising growth of net-
works and websites among another generation of fem-
inists finding their own voices.

And feminism lives as a medley of ideas nesting in
popular cultures; some traduce its radical purpose,

some morph into generational priorities; but much to
many people’s amazement feminism is not dead.

Finally, and most important, it is not possible to
think about the fate of the Second Wave outside its
context and the niches where it sought space. Nor,
when feminism stands accused of providing legitima-
cy to its enemy, can we dodge asking the question:
what does the Second Wave bring to the new times?

It “thrived” not in the neo-liberal era but in the
1970s before the global assault, sponsored by the US
and the UK and the world’s financial institutions, on
welfare states and public sectors. In the early 1980s its
institutional presence expanded, but thereafter it sur-
vived, rather than thrived.

FEMINISM RE-INTERPRETED AS “THE PAST”
Feminist values were traduced in the tendency –
encouraged by New Labour’s “year zero” take on ide-
ology – to re-interpret feminism as “the past”. Judith
Williams argues beautifully that thus what becomes
past “isn’t the sexism, which is doing just fine, but the
concept of sexism …” and sexism, like the feminism
that described it, becomes a “Sixties-Seventies phe-
nomenon, to be enjoyed as kitsch.”

Après le deluge wrought by the global turn towards
neo-liberalism and the new imperialism, feminism’s
trajectory in the institutions was a case, shall we say, of
uneven development: at the global level, patriarchy’s
loss of legitimacy was expressed in some UN values
and projects, in modest EU legislative reform – it was
the EU that drove the UK’s belated and minimalist leg-
islation.

In Britain the Second Wave found some expression
in municipal socialism, trade unions, in the cultures of
professions at the interface between the institutions
and citizens, in survivor movements and public service.

During the mid 1970s, the implementation of the
Equal Pay Act converged with a historic social con-
tract between a Labour government and the unions
that for the first time prioritised the low-paid. That
didn’t last – one of the causes (among many) of
Labour’s undoing towards the end of the decade was
the revival of macho ascendancy and anti-egalitarian-
ism within trade unionism. And yet this had been a
unique moment in the post-war history of Labourism,
largely underestimated or opposed by the left. It had
been an economic/political context in which feminism
could thrive.

Why? Because the state, in that moment, was dis-
posed to take the side of women and the lowest-paid;
organised working class power for the first time in
peace and relative prosperity, embraced a thoroughly
egalitarian economic ethos. It was a moment of demo-
cratic modernisation; it was enlisted to reform the
practices of organised labour’s political bargaining so
that social benefits and social power could be shared
across the working class, rather than economic power
being focused on short-term gains for the labour aris-
tocracy. Women in employment were the major bene-
ficiaries.

SUPPING WITH THE DEVIL?
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The social contract was a complex and hugely con-
troversial moment; it split the left, but it was revelato-
ry about the context in which feminism might thrive.

Its ultimate rejection by the labour movement pro-
voked what was to become three decades of neo-liber-
al economics and the new imperialism. The effect on
feminism was shattering.

The political landscape became barren. The Second
Wave became endangered.

Feminism is always contingent – as a social move-
ment it has an institutional presence which is precari-
ous, it is both there and not there, its impact depends
on champions and consensus, its priorities always risk
being lost in translation, they are mediated through
other political parties, professional and workers’
organisations that have been constructed in the image
and interests of men.

The Second Wave had influence but no power.
Nonetheless in the 1980s, its impact was still palpa-

ble, particularly on the renovation of peace politics
and municipal democracy: Greenham Common peace
camp and the peace movement’s resistance to the
deployment of Cruise missiles in the UK changed the
way that artful direct action could be performed; in
the welfare professions particularly, anti-oppressive
practice, though sometimes experienced as brutal, was
on the intellectual horizon; municipalism was radi-
calised and modernised, pluralistic notions of citizen-
ship and popular planning became embedded in the
big cities and so provoked the Thatcher government
that it abolished an entire layer of metropolitan gov-
ernment. Feminism woz there.

DEFEAT OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
The defeat of social democracy was, then, overwhelm-
ing; it was epochal. Not only were there four succes-
sive Conservative election victories, but Thatcherism’s
legacy lived on in the metamorphosis of Labourism
into New Labour.

New Labour was nothing if not a repudiation of the
new social movements. It followed the neo-liberal
direction of travel, promoted privatisation and
endorsed the new imperialism that took Britain into
more wars than at any time since World War II.

For feminism that was even worse than it seemed –
New Labour had been the beneficiary of feminism’s
insurgency within Labourism. By the 1997 election
the party fielded more women than ever before and
dragged women’s presence in Parliament up to a
meagre – but hugely better – 18 per cent.

Labourism had been a men’s movement, its egalitar-
ian rhetoric had been compromised by the over-
whelming influence of the trade union “block vote” –
a proxy for organised men. The women’s presence in
the 1997 election, therefore, came to be represented
as the marque of modernisation.

If Fraser’s hypothesis is to work, then this is its
moment. But it isn’t – the women’s presence was
instantly muted. New Labour had strenuously dis-
tanced itself from the radicalisms that were not to its

taste; movements and interests struggled to find a niche
in the big tent and insofar as they flourished it was
when they articulated with other populist initiatives.

Insofar as women’s interests were favoured it was
typically conjunctural – when feminist champions
within the Cabinet (Second Wavers) converged with
other interests. An exemplar was the law on domestic
violence and the prosecution of sex offences which
was radically reformed – an effect of feminist pressure
on a tough law and order orientation.

EFFECT OF FEMINISTS IN GOVERNMENT
One of New Labour’s biggest positive achievements –
the expansion of public child care (the UK has the
lowest level of public child care provision among its
European equivalents) – was an effect of feminists
within the government (Second Wavers) plus crime
prevention preoccupations. The feminists were alone
– New Labour didn’t like lily-livered pinkos any-
where.

New Labour’s social welfare agenda was modelled
on the esprit of Clinton’s welfarism, a moralism
towards mothers and populist anxieties about crime,
gender and generation. It was not affirmed by the
Second Wave, nor was it ideologically endorsed by the
movements for social justice in civil society. What they
did was put up and shut up.

Economic strategy, however, became impregnable,
characterised by low direct tax, liberation of the Bank
of England, privatisation plus retention of the
restraints on trade union activism and a robust refusal
to bankroll equal pay. Within a decade relative inequal-
ity had widened to levels unknown since the 1960s and
the pay gap between men and women actually
increased. The 2009 Equality Bill explicitly refused to
reform the equal pay law and withdrew from the lim-
ited requirements on pay audits, as the pre-condition
of campaigning for equal pay, recommended by the
outgoing Equal Opportunities Commission, to the
chagrin of the Women’s Budget Group (Second
Wavers) the Fawcett Society, an influential feminist
lobby (many of them Second Wavers) the Equality and
Diversity Forum and a firmament of activists.

None of this was the fault of feminism: it had not
abandoned the politics of redistribution, indeed it
held out for redistributive mechanisms. One of the
Cabinet’s feminist stalwarts, Harriet Harman (Second
Waver) who had survived some humiliating calvaries
on her road to the deputy leadership of the party,
insisted that social class be introduced as an element of
the equality bill.

Feminism was, however, disabled, by New
Labourism, and by its disempowerment of the trade
union movement.

But Westminster did not exhaust the narrative. The
end of the century re-configured these islands.

The Green Party’s two Members of the European
Parliament are Second Wave feminists who share and
push the feminist agenda for sustainable development
and social justice – indeed they see the Green agenda
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as a progressive programme of re-distribution and sus-
tainability.

Within the devolved jurisdictions around these
islands, feminism has been instrumental in the move-
ments for constitutional reform and the devolved
assemblies’ political cultures. It is there that we wit-
ness the most collegial and consensual practice, and
there that the political centre of gravity (courtesy of
proportional representation) tilts towards social jus-
tice. All of these administrations are simultaneously
more representative and more redistributive. Within
constraints imposed by the dominant parliament in
Westminster, they offer a challenge to Fraser’s polari-
sation of identity and redistributive politics: they
exemplify, to some extent, the radical matrix of recog-
nition and redistribution.

For example Wales fielded a cabinet with a majority
of women members, and Wales like Scotland adopted
a raft of re-distributive measures.

EQUALITY AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
In Northern Ireland the impact of Second Wave femi-
nism on the peace process has been most dramatic –
but not in the oft-cited women’s Peace People, a move-
ment that in some sense reinforced the representation
of women as nice, as innately non-violent, as being
above or below the squalid conflict, but not in it.

The Women’s Coalition formed in the 1990s was
resolutely in the conflict; it did not demand of its
people that they abandon their affiliations and histo-
ries, but merely that they co-operate amidst their dif-
ferences.

The Equality Coalition was an alliance co-spon-
sored by a trade union led by feminists (Second
Wavers) and human rights activists. Its stakeholders
spanned a remarkable diversity of community organi-
sations across the arc of the confict, women’s groups
and human rights activists. It used European directives
on equality, impact assessment and appraisal, to
engage the dispossessed on all sides of the conflict in a
transcendent prospectus. The Equality Coalition’s
ideas found their way into the agreement’s radical
requirement that the state itself change, and that the
production of change should enlist those with an
interest in it.

The Equality Coalition did not insist on the erasure
of difference in the name of reconciliation, it insisted
on naming interests, on promoting equality as the
condition for conflict resolution. In effect, the deal
constitutionalised the duty of the state to change itself,
to do something to deliver equality and anti-poverty
outcomes.

Not for the first time in Ireland, women had carved
out their opportunities in the context of crisis and
states of emergency. The political culture was malign,
patriarchal and polarised. A dominant portion of the
(protestant) working class asserted ascendancy in a
historic compromise with the unionist establishment
and capital. The result was a profoundly sectarian and
sexist polity.

From the early 1980s, when no settlement to the
armed conflict seemed possible, in the face of
Thatcher’s deadly intransigence, feminism helped to
stimulate a “parallel peace process” that not only
aimed to bring an end to armed conflict but to create
the conditions in which there could be redress and
above all transformation.

During the conflict sectarianism ceaselessly asserted
and denied identity (recognition) politics. The
Equality Coalition tried to transcend the limits of rep-
resentative democracy – and the ferocious resistance
to both recognition and redistribution – by finding
ways to make policy-makers change the form and con-
tent of policy-making processes.

In the conditions of peace and what Gramsci would
describe as the war of position, the promotion of
equality was not envisaged by this movement as
merely the re-distribution of goods, but an ambition
vested in social relationships between citizens and cit-
izens and states.

This was vital: it radically re-interpreted the British
state’s account of itself as a neutral arbitrator – rather
than a war-maker that sponsored a sexist and sectarian
regime buttressed by emergency powers.

And by naming identities and interests it enabled
them to be addressed. The categories specified in the
deal ranged from religion to sexual orientation to age
and caring responsibilities.

This was identity politics with a difference. The nine
identities and interests specified in the Agreement were
not equivalent, they were not biological, they were not
fixed; by naming the nine grounds the deal did not
freeze citizens in one or other category.

The new constitution named identities as interests
to be answered, as grounds to be considered and con-
sulted during policymaking; they were mobile and
mutable, they were moments of belonging, moments
in a life cycle, they were cultural, they were material.
But they were the irreducible base from which trans-
formation might spring.

CONCLUSION
If this detail seems parochial, the aim is to challenge
the grandiosity of Fraser’s claims. It is not acceptable
to harvest mighty and malign generalisations from a
historical narrative emptied of actual, lived, political
activity. She burdens Second Wave feminism with both
too much and too little power; these details from
recent history in these islands throw light on the
empty space left by Nancy Fraser: the context. She
offers a hypothesis but no empirical evidence. The evi-
dence here exemplifies not the collapse of either
recognition or re-distribution but in the most dispirit-
ing conditions their necessary synergy.

� Beatrix Campbell is a feminist, campaigning jour-
nalist and author of several books, including Diana,
Princess of Wales: How Sexual Politics Shook the
Monarchy and, most recently, Agreement: The State,
Conflict and Change in Northern Ireland.
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This year Les Wilson of
Caledonia Films finally man-
aged to make a documentary

about Robert Cunninghame
Graham. On the night it was
broadcast, on BBC 2 Scotland, Les
showed me a proposal that we had
written – in 1987. For over 20
years we had tried to interest BBC,
STV, Channel 4 in Don Roberto.
Other programme makers had
tried too. Hardly a difficult sell,
you would have thought.

Cunninghame Graham, found-
ing member of not only the Labour
Party but the Scottish National
Party; the first MP in Parliament to
call himself “socialist”. Don
Roberto Bontine, of Scottish and
Spanish noble blood; Gaucho,
national hero in both Argentina
and Paraguay, swashbuckling fron-
tiersman. Robert the writer, of
political, travel and fictional
books, author of some of the best
short stories in recent Scottish lit-
erature. Roberto the Romeo, his
long marriage to the enigmatic
Gabrielle de la Balmondiere one of
the most extraordinary and touch-
ing love stories of the 20th century.
What’s not to like?

For starters, he was a radical and
a nationalist – a double deterrent,
sadly, to broadcasters. And a Scot –
the BBC would never have
dreamed of networking Les’s film.
Even within nationalist and social-
ist circles Graham is still an
ambiguous figure. He toed no

party line; his philosophy and his
actions often seem to us now to fall
awkwardly between workerism
and a kind of Scottish anarchism.

Robert Bontine Cunninghame
Graham was born on 24th May
1852, son of Major William
Bontine. His mother, the
Honourable Anne Elizabeth was
the daughter of Admiral
Elphinstone-Fleeming and Spanish
noblewoman Doña Catalina
Paulina Alessandro de Jiménez.
Robert’s life overflowed with
exotic names and titles.

The Cunninghame Grahams are
an ancient, land-owning family
descended from Robert the Bruce.
Since records began they’ve lived
in the district of Menteith, where
Robert had his head filled with
tales of adventurous ancestors.
One had died fighting for William
Wallace, another had murdered
James I of Scotland.

FINISHING SCHOOL
His maternal grandfather, Admiral
Fleeming, knew the South
American liberator Simón Bolívar,
and was a political radical. That
didn’t stop the family following
tradition and sending young
Robert to Harrow, and from there
to a finishing school in Belgium –
places that, despite his success in
academia and sports, the boy
learned to despise. His education
over, Robert did not, as his class
and schooling would expect, take
up a privileged post in the Raj or in
the African colonies but instead
followed in his grandfather’s foot-
steps and headed off for South
America. He arrived in Argentina
days after his 18th birthday where
he dedicated himself to learning
ranching.

Sixty years later he would go
back there to die. The Llano and
the Pampas became a lifelong
obsession for Cunninghame
Graham. A hard-bitten life, the
cowboy’s, eked out between clan

wars, under an unforgiving sun.
But, oh, the colour and drama of it
all. Gauchos, with their leathered
faces and leather belts, their bom-
bacha chaps, the vicious glint of
facón knives. After the sterile years
at genteel schools, here was life in
all its red-sky rawness. Robert was
captured by the manly poetry of a
rural Arcadia.

Much as he loved that world,
however, he could not make a
living out of it. His family back
home weren’t doing much better.
His beloved Gartmore home had
been rented out, so on his return
Robert took up residence in
London, immersing himself in the
literary scene, no doubt telling
yarns of his exploits in Argentina,
and making his first attempts at
writing. From there he travelled to
Paris where he met the love of his
life, the extraordinary Gabrielle.

Here is the official story of
Gabrielle de la Balmondiere: She
was 19 years old, daughter of a
Chilean nobleman, in Europe
whiling away her time and being
an actress for the fun and experi-
ence of it. Love at first sight, the
couple married quickly and were
seldom apart for the next 30 years.

The real story is rather different.
Carrie Horsfall from Yorkshire ran
away to make her fortune – or
escape her past – and adopted her
exotic stage name on arrival in
Paris. Just why Robert would want
to cover the truth up is puzzling.
Fast moving towards socialism, an
enemy of all snobbism, he surely
wasn’t ashamed of Carrie’s humble
background? His family would
most certainly have been – perhaps
it was easier to let the fiction pass
for fact. Robert and Carrie, we
imagine, would have greatly
enjoyed the great game of it all.
Presenting the rustic Yorkshire lass
to dull-witted grandees as a
French/Chilean aristo must have
been fun.

But there is another mystery in
the story, and one which might
have bearing on Robert’s determi-
nation to keep Gabrielle’s fabrica-
tion alive. The dates on her
marriage and death certificates do
not match – three years are unac-

DONROBERTO
Chris Dolan tells the story of the blue-blooded Scottish
socialist gaucho, Robert Cunninghame Graham.
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DON ROBERTO

counted for. Many years later,
Robert the author would pen a
number of deft and moving stories
on a common theme. Clients visit-
ing, and subsequently falling in
love with, prostitutes. We have no
evidence to say what truly hap-
pened to Carrie/Gabrielle in those
missing years – but we must at least
consider the possibility that she
had fallen on very hard times
indeed, and that Cunninghame
Graham knew and accepted her
for what she was, indeed loved her
precisely for what she had been.

In 1879 the couple were trying
their hands again at ranching, this
time in Texas. Whereas his first
visit to Argentina had begun a life-
long passion for that country,
those early days in the USA trig-
gered a similarly passionate anti-
Americanism that would last just
as long. The US was as wicked a
colonising force as Britain was, in
Robert’s eyes. “Why is it”, he
wrote, “both in England and
America when white troops win it
is a victory, and when beaten, it is a
horrible massacre?” Doubtless his
opinion of the country wasn’t
helped by his failure to make a go,
once more, of ranching.

ELECTED TO PARLIAMENT
In 1883, Robert inherited
Gartmore. He was 31, land-rich
and cash-poor. The estate was
losing money and he had to shore
up a massive debt. But what con-
cerned him more, on his return to
Scotland, was the social division
and grinding poverty he saw all
around him. He threw himself into
the cause of political reform and
stood for parliament; in the
absence of any true Labour or rad-
ical movement, he stood on a
Liberal ticket and was elected in
1887 for North West Lanark.

He quickly became a controver-
sial figure in the Commons, sus-
pended first for making a
“disrespectful reference to the
House of Lords” and then for
swearing in the chamber. He cham-
pioned oppressed workers through-
out the country, making speech
after speech on his twin concerns of
unemployment and civil liberties.

On November 13th 1887 – one
of this country’s several “Bloody
Sundays” – Cunninghame Graham
took full and lusty part in a
demonstration in Trafalgar Square.
Peaceable, on the side of the
demonstrators, the police seriously
over-reacted. To his eternal credit,
Robert did not back off, but
weighed in, pushing back against
the police. Struck on the head with
a truncheon, he was arrested and
carted off to Bow Street Police sta-
tion. He was charged with rioting
and assaulting the police, found
guilty, and sentenced to six weeks
in Pentonville Prison.

On his release he maintained,
with renewed energy, his campaigns
on behalf of working people.
Cunninghame Graham was the first
person in parliamentary history to
openly state, in the House, that he
was a socialist. All he needed now
was a little company.

He found an ally in Keir Hardie
when the latter stood as Labour
Home Rule candidate for Mid
Lanark. When Hardie was defeat-
ed the two men made the first cru-
cial moves in forming the Scottish
Labour Party in 1888. Hardy was
Secretary and Robert, President.

Graham did not get an opportu-
nity to serve his own party.
Defeated in 1892, he never stood
for Parliament again, and his faith
in liberal democracy began to
crumble soon after. “Another day
in the House,” he said, “business
done, nothing achieved, England is
safe in its bed again.” He gave
vocal support to Hardie and their
comrades, worked for many cam-
paigns, and helped establish the
Independent Labour Party. But he
increasingly felt that British
democracy was a corrupting busi-
ness. “The same vices, foibles and
failings which it has taken the
Whigs and Tories many genera-
tions to become perfect in, the
Labourists and Socialists have
brought to perfection, and with
apparent ease, in six years.”

Then, in 1914, Graham makes a
bewildering move. After years of
campaigning against “the Masters
of War” (his phrase), he suddenly
enlists.

He spoke heatedly about the
enemy’s violation and murder of
innocent French women and chil-
dren – sounding not unlike the
kind of jingoism he had once
deplored. But there may be other,
less honourable, reasons for his
accepting the rank of colonel.
Years of writing, speaking and
trying to save Gartmore must have
eventually disheartened a man
who had boyhood dreams of
exploration and excitement. More
painful still, he had lost his beloved
Gabrielle in 1906 to cancer. The
British army sent him back to
South America – to buy horses! It’s
hard not to conclude that Robert’s
decision was coloured by the
romance of horseback cowboys
and a return to the adventures of
his youth.

LAST GREAT ADVENTURE
At the end of the war, nearly 60
years old, his last great adventure
was still to come. Now totally con-
temptuous of parliament in
England and his own Scottish
Labour Party, his radical instincts
and his lifelong belief in Scottish
home rule led him to playing an
active part in the formation of the
National Party of Scotland in
1928. He quipped that, at the very
least, a Scottish parliament would
give the pleasure of “knowing that
taxes were wasted in Edinburgh
instead of London.” He became
president of the NPS, then first
president of the reformed Scottish
National Party. “Without national-
ism we cannot have any true inter-
nationalism.”

Throughout his life Cunning-
hame Graham, whilst travelling,
ranching, speechifying or serving
time in prison, found time to
write, and write copiously. Short
stories, sketches, political pam-
phlets, travel writing. (70 years
after its publication, A Vanished
Arcadia was the inspiration for the
film The Mission.) Scandalously,
few of his books are in print, fewer
still easily found in any main-
stream bookshop.

In 1936 he published the last of
his many books. In it was a story
“Charlie the Gaucho”, an unsenti-
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mental tale of an Englishman who
returns to South America after
many years, only to die like a
gaucho in a bar-room knife fight.
That same year he himself, 83
years old, made a final pilgrimage
to Argentina, where he surely
knew, probably hoped, he would
breathe his last. His funeral in
Buenos Aires saw a day of national
mourning. Les Wilson’s documen-
tary uncovered footage of
Cunninghame Graham’s remains
being returned to Inchmahome, on
Robert’s ancestral Lake of
Menteith.

Cunninghame Graham’s aston-
ishing CV still speaks to us today.
We see in it ideological battles –
nationalism, egalitarianism, the
fight against authority – that
reflect our own struggles. His
seemingly chequered career
reminds us that political thinking
is forever in flux. The perfect
recipe for communality and indi-
vidual dignity has yet to be found,
but has always been worth striving
for. Was Robert a divisive charac-
ter, or a man in a lifelong process
of distilling, refining, an effective
political stance?

Roberto’s infatuation with
Gaucho Arcadia might seem like
Boys’ Own wishful thinking. We
know that, in reality, agricultural
workers in South America lead
hard lives and always have. But to
take inspiration, as Blake did, as
Morris and Mandela and Havel
did, in the romantic has its place.
Seeing nobility in the daily skir-
mish of life, and dreams in its
harsh realities, raises our sights
and lend us a mythology to fuel us
on. Cunninghame Graham man-
aged to be, simultaneously, a
romantic hero himself, and a com-
pelling political thinker and
activist. That strikes me as a pecu-
liarly Scottish – if Spanish-tinged –
combination.

� Chris Dolan became a full-time
writer in 1992 and is presently
working on his new novel, Redlegs;
a factual book about the Spanish
Civil War; a radio adaptation of
Balzac’s The Black Sheep; and
translations of two Spanish plays.

Colombia is famous
and celebrated as
the country that

has the greatest geo-
graphical and ecologi-
cal variety, and the
largest bio-diversity
in relation to surface
area, of any country in the
world. In the Andean region the
climate and ecology often change
greatly after travelling only a few
kilometres, whilst the Amazonian
rain-forest region is one that
affords immense variety of flora
and fauna. But it is the Andean
region – meant in the broadest
sense, which includes the immense
valleys and plains that lie within it
– that has been most important
with respect to Colombia’s destiny
historically. In Colombia the
Andes split into three distinct and
mind-bogglingly rugged ranges –
the Cordillera Oriente, Central
and Occidental – that have always
made, and still do make, commu-
nications and transport between
regions extremely difficult and
demanding. Colombia, as the
north-western corner of the South
American continent, linking North
and Central America to South
America, might look from a glance
at the map, as a “gateway” to
South America. But in reality it is
more like a huge great blocking
wedge.

Without wishing to espouse a
geographically determinist theory
of human history, it is quite obvi-
ous that the geographical make-up
of what is today called Colombia
has always been a crucial influence
upon the socio-historical charac-

teristics of the region. That is
to say, Colombia’s
geographical fea-
tures do not by
themselves explain
Colombian pre-
history and histo-
ry, but without

reference to the former,
one could not properly
understand the latter.
Put simply, geography

may not be sufficient to explain
the curious character of
Colombia’s central problem – its
violent multi-polar conflict – but it
represents a necessary factor for
the latter’s comprehension.

PRE-HISPANIC TIMES
In pre-hispanic times, that is
before the arrival of Europeans in
that region of South America
today called Colombia, there
never existed – according to arche-
ological evidence – any form of
society with a fully developed
state, covering vast territories, as
there did in Peru for example.
When the Spanish arrived in Peru,
the Inca state ruled over one of the
world’s largest-ever empires.
Before the Inca period there had
been at least two other huge
empires in what are today Peru
and Bolivia – the Tihuanaco and
the Huari. Significantly however,
the Inca empire pushed its north-
ern frontier only as far as the pres-
ent-day border (roughly) between
Colombia and Ecuador.

In the territory of present-day
Colombia there were numerous
pre-state societies, or chiefdoms,
many of which developed superbly

LETTER FROM
COLOMBIA
Colombia’s immense potential as a country is
blocked by a twisting spiral of violence and
distrust, Tim Cloudsley reports.
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sophisticated art and sculpture in
gold, stone, and pottery. These
include the Muisca, the Guane, the
Tairona, the Tumaco, the San
Agustín, the Quimbaya, the Sinú
and the Nariño – of which cultures
the descendents of some still live in
“indigenous communities”. Why
did one or another of these chief-
doms apparently never conquer or
merge with at least some of the
others, as the Incas who came from
one valley in the Cusco region of
Peru did, blow by blow, until they
ruled an empire as large as the
Romans had done? I don’t think
this question has yet been fully
answered. The explanation cannot
be put down simply to the enor-
mous geographical, climatic and
ecological variety of Colombia as
such, for in Peru too there is enor-
mous variety and the Inca empire
precisely drew its strength from its
domination of many ecological
niches, allowing it to make use of
and re-distribute a large number of
distinct foods and other resources.
I think the answer must be a func-
tion of the sizes of the particular
areas which different pre-hispanic
chiefdoms occupied in Colombia.
Perhaps none of them occupied a
sufficiently large and/or agricultur-
ally productive enough area to sus-
tain a population of suitable size to
support an army that could both
defeat in battle and occupy a
neighbouring chiefdom long
enough to allow it to assimilate
them to their dominance. There
were wars between groups, some-
times chronic and long-term, but
never apparently the permanent
dominance of one major group
over others. The Muisca for exam-
ple, lived on the fertile plain of
Bogotá, but did not move beyond
a system of alliances between
chiefs which included periodic
conflict, in order to develop a
state, and still less did they con-
quer and occupy on a long-term
basis other chiefdoms or other
groups of chiefdoms. It must be
something to do with the ratio
between the size and/or productiv-
ity of ecozones, the populations
they could sustain, and the size of
armies necessary not just to win

particular battles but to absorb
other chiefdoms occupying differ-
ent ecozones.

NUEVA GRANADA
When the Spanish arrived in what
they were to call Nueva Granada,
they found the territory very diffi-
cult to penetrate, so that the con-
quest of Nueva Granada was
slower than that of Peru
and many other regions
of Spanish South
America. It is significant
that Pizarro founded
Lima, the later capital of
Peru, in 1535, while
Jiménez de Quesada did
not found Bogotá, the later
capital of Colombia, until
1538. Three years was a
long time in that frenzied period of
conquest. The fact that the found-
ing of Lima (far further away from
the Caribbean, from where the
Spanish launched their invasions
of the mainland, than is Bogotá)
came before the founding of
Bogotá is testimony to this. Even
after their conquest of Colombia –
which always remained incom-
plete, most jungle areas scarcely
ever coming under Spanish rule –
the Spaniards could not integrate
the territory of Nueva Granada
effectively.

Of course this was largely
because the Spanish never intend-
ed to create “nations” in any case;
different regions had stronger
political and economic links with
metropolitan Spain than they did
with one another. But that situa-
tion – common to all the Iberian
American colonies – was made
even more chronic in Nueva
Granada than elsewhere.

So that, when Simón Bolívar
and the independence movement
he led broke, through war, the ties
connecting Nueva Granada to
Spain, conflict between and within
the different regions of now-
named Gran Colombia broke out
immediately nearly everywhere.
Bolívar died in despair in 1831 as
Venezuela and Ecuador split off
from Gran Colombia, and the
Colombia that remained began to
engage in internal wars that erupt-

ed and re-erupted throughout all
the nineteenth century. What was
unleashed was much more than
mere regional conflict; many social
groups that had been squashed
into the colonial hierarchy for
nearly three centuries were now
able to burst out and find their dif-
ferences with the others. Colombia
was showing itself to be a
“Fragmented Country, Divided
Society” as the historians Marco
Palacios and Frank Safford signifi-

cantly subtitle their recent histo-
ry of Colombia. Similar conflicts
certainly did arise in other parts

of the now-defunct Spanish-
American empire, but not to

the degree witnessed in
Colombia.

PERENNIAL VIOLENT CONFLICT
After the life-times of Bolívar and
the other independence leaders,
throughout the rest of the nine-
teenth century, perennial violent
conflict was institutionalised
between the Liberal and
Conservative Parties. This was not
class conflict, even in extremely
mediated form. Each of the two
entities had its own ruling elite,
and supporters in all social strata.
There was no real difference in
economic ideology or policy
between the two parties; both
relied on laissez-faire market prin-
ciples yet both resorted to protec-
tionism and support for domestic
production at certain times and in
certain spheres. They did however
have significant differences over
the preferred role of the Catholic
Church in the state, civil society,
and education, and over whether
Colombia should be federal (the
Liberals) or unitary-centralist (the
Conservatives).

But these differences cannot
explain the savagery and physical
brutality of the constantly resur-
gent violence, at every level of
society and in many regions. It was
like two symbolic orders perma-
nently at war for little purpose; as
if in a Jonathan Swift satire two
nation-wide gangs mirror-imaged
and periodically fought each other.

The activities of the two parties
with their local organisations
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reflected the lack of effective cen-
tral state power; instead much of
society’s life was organised into
these two pyramidal hierarchies
constantly in conflict. (This how-
ever did not prevent extreme fac-
tionalism among the political
leaders of both parties, who fre-
quently entered into tactical
alliances with the other party.)

This very complex history
cannot be followed closely into
here; what is necessary to gather
from it however, in order to under-
stand the later twentieth century
and the present-day tragedy of
Colombia, is the conflictive frag-
mentation of the country into
regions; the fact that the state has
never administered the entire terri-
tory of Colombia; the habits of
violent conflict that do not logical-
ly correspond to real, meaningful
political or ideological struggles,
and do not entail struggles
between significant, dis-
tinct and identifiable
social groupings. Rather,
violence goes round and
round in the killing and
torturing of victims in
ways that are almost arbi-
trary from any viewpoint
that would seek a pro-
gressive improvement in
Colombian society. It is in these
respects that there is continuation
from the earlier Liberal-
Conservative violence into the
nineteen sixties and the post-six-
ties conflicts, up to and including
now, which have not been and still
are not true “civil wars”. The sub-
title of Daniel Pécaut’s recent book
on FARC (the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia) reads:
“A Guerrilla War Without End or
Without Ends?”

LA VIOLENCIA
In 1948 the assassination of the
radical Liberal leader Jorge Eliécer
Gaitán sparked off a chaotic
period of conflict known as La
Violencia. The earlier crazy, undi-
rected Liberal-Conservative vio-
lence was released again. This
terrible phenomenon is one of the
seed-beds for the era of guerrilla
and paramilitary violence, or per-

haps one should say the “mould”
into which the latter fell. For
although the origins of FARC in
the 1960s lie in peasant struggles –
claiming or reclaiming land from
large private haciendas, and in
peasant self-defence against attacks
from landowners and government
forces – FARC was not the same
from its inception nor did it devel-
op in ways similar to classic revo-
lutionary movements. The peasant
self-defence groups from which
FARC evolved were at the start of
the 1960s fighting less the state
than other self-defence groups,
taking with them the traditions of
La Violencia as well as those of the
so-called “mafia violence” of the
1950s, through which individuals
and groups struggled murderously
against one another for business
and economic gain, especially in
certain coffee-producing regions.

FARC has always claimed that
the immediate trigger for
its birth, and the clue to
its essential being, was an
attack on a “zone of
peasant self-defence”
called Marquetalia by
government forces, as
part of its US-sponsored
counterinsurgency offen-
sive in 1964. However,

FARC as an organisation was for-
mally constituted only two years
later, in 1966, from a bloc of peas-
ant self-defence groups.

MASSACRE OF CIVILIANS
Today, in the problematic areas of
Colombia, multiple groups with
shifting frontiers engage in various
forms and degrees of conflict,
between themselves and with the
government. FARC, splintered
paramilitary groups and narco-
traffickers fight one another in one
area whilst co-operating where
convenient or necessary elsewhere
– over the production, shipment,
and marketing of drugs.
Paramilitary groups however tend
to avoid direct conflict, preferring
the massacre and displacement of
civilians in FARC-controlled areas
as a means to shrink the size of
FARC’s dominions (though it is
also true that FARC deliberately

target civilians in their “military
campaigns”).

Paramilitary groups formed
both to counter the growing
power and territory of FARC, but
also to eliminate trade unionists,
civil rights activists and various
categories of politician or journal-
ist (amongst other people) that dis-
please their paymasters among the
economically powerful. And like
FARC the paramilitaries control
zones of extortion from drugs,
gold, oil and coal production.
Paramilitaries have often acted in
covert co-operation with govern-
ment forces and politicians, with
whom links are constantly being
discovered by investigators. Yet at
the same time it is frequently
alleged that government-appoint-
ed military leaders are involved in
arms sales to – guess who? –
FARC.

FARC is rigid and unchanging
about its objectives – which are
nothing less than total power over
all Colombia. It sees itself as the
legitimate, armed government-in-
waiting. Negotiations with FARC
by the government have hitherto
yielded nothing positive. This his-
tory is extremely complex, yet it
seems clear that agreements have
meant no more to FARC than tem-
porary means to gain advantage,
though it is also true that paramili-
tary murderers have helped to
render peace agreements null. But
the vicious circle of war/need for
finance/extension of territory for
extortion and drug production/
need for more war, etc., probably
makes cease-fires or peace agree-
ments structurally impossible for
FARC in any case.

FARC seems to recognise no sig-
nificant social or political changes
that have occurred in Colombia
since it was formed nearly fifty
years ago. In this respect it displays
a depressing likeness to the many
“failed” or “degenerate” so-called
socialist regimes that have subsisted
or collapsed throughout the world
over this whole historical period.
Its ruthlessness makes it loathsome
to the majority of Colombians
living outside the regions of its rule,
which include nearly all Colombia’s
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city dwellers (who of course watch
everything on television, daily).
Examples: FARC have been known
to execute individuals found to be
HIV positive. They frequently kill
women who are believed to have
had amorous relations with govern-
ment soldiers. They kidnap any
individual they think will be useful,
either to extort money or to trade
them with the government for
imprisoned FARC people. They
often kidnap leftist politicians who
favour the government talking with
FARC and who oppose attempts at
a military solution. Similarly with
members of left-wing organisations
which in any way disagree with
FARC. If the people they kidnap
prove of no value to them they usu-
ally kill them. The increasingly rare,
yet essentially unchanging political
declarations that emanate from
FARC bear little relation to their
actual activities and practices.
There are few of FARC’s strategies
more terrible than the deliberate
displacement of hundreds of thou-
sands of residents from areas that
lie under FARC control, because
their presence does not suit, for
whatever reasons, what FARC sees
as its interests. Many of the desti-
tute to be seen all over Colombia
are victims of this particular policy
of FARC.

Large swathes of FARC-con-
trolled territory in the jungle have
been colonised by FARC advanc-
ing together with landless peasants
– territory which has never experi-
enced the administration, the
legality, nor the normal services
provided elsewhere by the state.
Sometimes FARC expels resident
indigenous communities, so that it
is as if a FARC-ruled domain has
been planted in what was previ-
ously a complete social and politi-
cal vacuum. In such areas FARC
usually controls a coca- or poppy-
producing agricultural economy,
and decides which peasants will be
allowed to grow the crops. Such
favoured families are frequently
obliged to provide a son or daugh-
ter for FARC’s army. FARC con-
trols the sale of coca and other
drugs to drug-traffickers, knowing
that the drugs trade at this period

of Colombian violence(s) is
responsible for a huge proportion
of the enormous annual numbers
of homicides. Beyond that, the
profound cultural corruption that
ensues from people’s seduction to
a psychology of “easy money” can
hardly be overstated.

Territorial control is an objec-
tive in itself for FARC, and is
inseparably connected with extor-
tion and the obtaining of sources
of finance. This reality, common to
FARC and the paramilitaries, is
surely quite different from classical
peasant revolutionary models in
which “liberated areas” are estab-
lished. Violence and corruption
are no longer simply means to
ends, but ends in themselves.

DEMORALISATION
I think the hope must be that exist-
ing socio-historical forces current-
ly eroding FARC will continue to
do so, and that it will gradually
break down, disintegrate and final-
ly demobilise. Increasing deser-
tions, evident demoralisation, the
shrinkage of FARC-held territory
and thereby the reduction of rev-
enues from drugs and extortion, as
well as a decrease in conviction
and credibility on the part of both
FARC people and outsiders, all
tend to point in the direction of a
slow contraction. These processes
are far better ways to see FARC’s
demise than a bloody militaristic
defeat. Cunning acts to free
hostages from FARC captivity
without bloodshed, such as
President Uribe’s government has
successfully pulled off recently are
highly desirable, both practically
and morally.

But FARC’s fortunes could
change, as they have done before.
Yet I think the decline of FARC is
the single most important hope in
Colombia today because of the
huge areas over which it still dom-
inates and because of its terrible
effects upon Colombian society as
a whole, as also upon a genuinely
“socialistic” attitude of mind; that
is, upon hope for a better society.
For where civil society actually
functions in Colombia, it is
vibrant. If FARC were no more,

immense resources – human and
material – would become newly
available. Drug gangsterism and
continuing paramilitarism might
perhaps become easier to respond
to effectively, and generally a
“civilised”, peaceful kind of left-
wing politics might be more able
to emerge. These are matters diffi-
cult to predict – and of course the
insane system of illegal drugs pro-
duction for a world market shows
no likelihood of going away – but
it does seem that a progressive pol-
itics in Colombia really cannot
mature until the state administers,
and has responsibility for, all
Colombian territory at last.

Progressive changes might occur
if some of the hopeless, socially
fruitless multi-polar conflict
presently occurring in Colombia
could be reduced, which could
only lessen the self-destructive, cor-
rupt realities of Colombian society.
Already existent humane and intel-
ligent forces – idealistic political
values that have gestated in the
Colombian collective mind ever
since the struggle for independence
– combined with enormous pent-
up popular urges for greater equal-
ity, justice, and social welfare
provision, might bring about some
social improvement, whilst simul-
taneously the popular understand-
ing of the historical reasons
underlying Colombia’s colossal,
tragic problems would grow. That
would in turn begin to unravel the
evil twisting spiral of violence and
general distrust that has engulfed
Colombia, blocking its immense
potential as a beautiful country
possessing marvellous cultures, for
so long – far, far too long.

� Tim Cloudsley was a lecturer in
sociology at Glasgow Caledonian
University. He now lives in
Bucaramanga, Colombia, where he
was also for a while a university
lecturer. He is a sociologist, writer,
and poet. He was a member of the
Communist Party and Democratic
Left in Britain, as well as a cam-
paigner for the rights of indigenous
peoples in South America, which
included working with Survival
International.
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VALUE
David Purdy explores the concept of
value and how it informs our analysis
of society as it is – and our vision of
how it might be.

“Value” comes from the
Latin verb valere
meaning to be well,

healthy, strong or sound. We get
the words valour, valiant, valid
and avail from the same root. Is
this common etymology signifi-
cant? John Ruskin, the Victorian
art critic and “red Tory”, thought
so. In Unto This Last, a trenchant
critique of political economy first
published in book form in 1862,
he argues that, “there is no wealth
but life”. Things have value to the
extent that they sustain and
enhance human life, and people
are wealthy to the extent that they
are equipped, both materially and
culturally, to live well. “The real
science of political economy,
which has yet to be distinguished
from the bastard science, as medi-
cine from witchcraft and astrono-
my from astrology, is that which
teaches nations to desire and
labour for the things that lead to
life, and teaches them to scorn and
destroy the things that lead to
destruction.”1

Yet Ruskin’s plea for a political
economy that studies the material,
moral and spiritual well-being of
individuals and societies continues
to be ignored by most economists.
In debating the merits of capital-
ism, both defenders and critics
focus on measures of production

and distribution: the growth of
output and productivity, the sever-
ity of cyclical fluctuations and the
extent of inequalities in income
and wealth. Almost no one asks
whether capitalism enables us to
live well. Might we not, for exam-
ple, be better off buying fewer
commodities, reducing the propor-
tion of the week, year and lifetime
we devote to paid work and spend-
ing more time on unpaid activities,
from caring and voluntary work to
recreation and the life of the
mind? As Oscar Wilde nearly said,
economists know the price of
everything and the value of noth-
ing. How has this come about and
how can we disentangle value and
price?

VALUES, FEELINGS AND
JUDGMENTS
Philosophers from time immemo-
rial have pondered the meaning of
terms such as good, right, virtue,
beauty, truth and their opposites.
In the nineteenth century, the idea
was born – or rather re-born, since
it can be found in Plato – that all
these questions belong to the same
family since they are all concerned
with value or what ought to be,
not with fact or what is, was or will
be. Axiology or the philosophy of
value in general embraces not just
ethics and aesthetics, but all fields

of human discourse in which the
terms “good” and “ought” are
used, including epistemology or
the theory of knowledge.
Mathematicians, for example,
speak of an elegant proof, scien-
tists of a plausible hypothesis. In
this usage, there is no suggestion
that the judgments offered are
merely matters of opinion. An ele-
gant proof is one that is clear, con-
cise, neat and graceful. A plausible
hypothesis is one that is credible in
the light of the available evidence.

In ordinary parlance, however,
when we speak of someone’s
values, we generally mean what
they think is good, right, proper
etc, with the implied suggestion
that nothing has objective value: to
say that something is valuable is
simply to say that someone likes,
desires, prizes or cherishes it.
There is no point in debating
whether they are right to do so, for
all value judgments – moral dis-
criminations no less than expres-
sions of taste – simply give vent to
our feelings, which other people
may or may not share, but which
either way cannot be rationally jus-
tified. This is not a tenable view.
There is a difference between feel-
ings and judgments. I may, for
example, laugh at a racist joke, but
be embarrassed by it. My embar-
rassment reflects a judgment that
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the joke was offensive and the
laughter it evoked was not merit-
ed. Conversely, I may see that a
joke is funny, but be too depressed
to laugh at it.

To judge that something is good
is to judge that it is rightly valued.
Two cases can be distinguished
here. The commonest is where the
object under scrutiny meets some
evaluative standard that we set for
it and the standard is an appropri-
ate one. “He is a good father
because he loves and cares for his
children.” But not all valuations
work like this: some are direct and
unconditional. This does not make
them irrational or mysterious.
People don’t usually admire musi-
cians who lack dedication and
skill, but parents can love their
children independently of any
valuable qualities they may have.
In cases of this kind, the valuation
doesn’t have to be merited: we
expect parents to love their chil-
dren and are rightly puzzled or dis-
turbed if they don’t.

VALUE DIVERSITY
As these examples suggest, our
evaluative experiences and
responses to the world are diverse.
They cannot be understood in
terms of some all-purpose concep-
tion of value such as the utilitarian
calculus traditionally employed by
economists to explain consumer
behaviour. The range of our valua-
tions is as wide as the range of our
experience. We attribute goodness
and badness to persons as well as
to things; to actions, conduct and
habits; to features of the social
world such as policies, institutions
and norms; and to non-human ani-
mals and inanimate nature. And
we value these different kinds of
entity in different ways. Use (of
things), respect (for persons), con-
sideration (for non-human ani-
mals), appreciation (of inanimate
nature) and love (for partners or
children) are five such ways and
there are many others. Of course,
for any given kind of entity, there
may, and usually will, be more
than one mode of valuation appro-
priate to it. For example, nature is
a proper object for use, apprecia-

tion, awe and wonder, though not
for honour, admiration or toler-
ance.

We also employ different evalu-
ative standards – utility, pleasure,
loyalty, integrity, beauty, inspira-
tion, fairness, efficiency and so on
– in different spheres of our lives
and different aspects of our experi-
ence. The contrary view, that
apparently diverse standards can
all be reduced to some single stan-
dard such as being useful, giving
pleasure or satisfying a want,
offers a sadly impoverished
account of our valuations (itself, of
course, a value judgment).
Different kinds of object call for
different modes of valuation.
Those that sensibly elicit delight or
sorrow are not generally the same
as those that merit respect or affec-
tion. Monistic accounts of value
reduce our valuations to mere
desire or aversion and reduce our
attitudes to a brute for or against
dichotomy.

Finally, we have contestable
ideals by which we try to govern
our desires, attitudes, conduct,
character and life-projects. From
time to time at least, most of us
ponder the question that has exer-
cised great sages down the ages:
what is the best kind of life for
human beings to live? (And what,
some of us persist in asking, is the
best kind of society in which to live
it?)

VALUE VERSUS PRICE
Economists are only too happy to
discuss value in exchange – what
people are prepared to pay for
things – but are coy about value
more generally. They draw a sharp
distinction between positive and
normative economics, the former a
supposedly value-free zone, the
latter a framework for thinking
about what policy ought to be. But
only one kind of ethical value, wel-
fare, has a recognised place in the
economic canon and this is
assessed exclusively by reference to
the subjective wants and prefer-
ences of individuals, whatever they
happen to be and regardless of the
social and psychological forces
that shape them, from advertising

and peer-group pressure to accul-
turation and unconscious drives.
Welfare economics assumes that
the individual, and no one else, is
the best judge of his own interests;
that the welfare of any group
depends on the welfare of the indi-
viduals comprising it, and on noth-
ing else; and that if at least one
person is better off, no one else
being worse off, the group is better
off.

None of these propositions is
exactly self-evident and the theory
based on them is rarely a useful
guide to policy since nearly all
reforms make at least a few people
worse off (by their own lights, that
is). To get round this problem,
cost-benefit analysis retreats to the
claim that a change is beneficial if
it brings net benefits. In theory,
this would allow all losers to be
compensated and still leave some
net winners.

In making such quasi-value
judgments, economists tend to
elide the difference between
potential and actual compensa-
tion, while scrupulously ignoring
wider questions of distribution
such as how patterns of social
inequality affect the health, happi-
ness and cohesion of human soci-
eties. Worse still is the practice of
imputing a money value to goods
that are not traded and have no
market price, from habitat and
landscape to life and limb, as if all
values were commensurable on a
single scale and as if money were
not just a “universal equivalent”,
but a “universal solvent”, remov-
ing the need to adjudicate among
competing desiderata.

Why are economists embar-
rassed by ethics and why are their
attempts to handle non-market
values so unconvincing? Because
they aspire to be scientists and
think that ethics and science do
not mix. In the last decades of the
nineteenth century, economists
began to think of the economy as a
machine, which could best be
understood by borrowing the con-
cept of equilibrium from physics
and applying the mathematical
techniques that had enabled
Newton and his successors to
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develop the science of mechanics.
In his book More Heat than Light,
Philip Mirowski argues that
modern economics is still largely
structured as “social physics”
around metaphors derived from a
now-outdated energy physics.2

The concept of equilibrium retains
a powerful hold over the minds of
economists, while mathematical
models and econometric tech-
niques remain the most favoured
and prestigious methods of eco-
nomic inquiry.

Physics envy is not the whole
story, however. Contemporary
economics has also been influ-
enced by organic metaphors and
concepts drawn from biology:
reproduction, growth, develop-
ment, evolution, adaptation, sym-
biosis, interdependence etc. Yet
“social biology” is no more con-
ducive to ethically enlightened
economics than “social physics”.
Natural phenomena are neither
good nor bad in themselves: they
just are. Ethical issues only arise in
the social and political settings in
which humans lead their lives.
What prevents economists from
understanding the difference
between price and value is the
belief that there is a sharp dividing
line between values and facts.

THE FACT-VALUE DISTINCTION
Value judgments, it is widely
believed, convey no knowledge of
the world, though they may serve
non-cognitive functions such as
expressing feelings (“I like this”) or
issuing exhortations (“do so too”).
But what is a fact and can factual
statements always be distinguished
from value judgments? The
American philosopher Hilary
Putnam points out that some
words such as good, right, ought
and their opposites are purely eval-
uative and have no descriptive
content, while other words such as
red, hot, round, single-celled and
bipedal refer to observable proper-
ties of natural objects and have no
evaluative significance. But words
such as brave, generous, skilful,
strong, cruel, exploitative and
insulting are both descriptive and
evaluative. They describe conduct

or character, but we learn how to
use them in the course of framing
and refining our moral judgments.
Someone who thinks that “brave”
means not afraid to risk life and
limb would not understand the
distinction between genuine brav-
ery and mere foolhardiness, just as
someone who thinks that being
depressed means feeling sad would
not understand the distinction
between a depressive illness and a
melancholic disposition.3

You can only tell whether some-
one is depressed if you already
know that depression is an illness
with discoverable causes. Without
the concept of depression, you
cannot understand its symptoms:
apathy, self-absorption, lack of
concentration etc. Thus, percep-
tion is never innocent: it is an
exercise of our concepts. In the
same way, experience is not neu-
tral: it is impregnated with values.
In infancy, we experience food,
drink, cuddling and warmth as
good, pain, deprivation and lone-
liness as bad; and as our experi-
ences multiply and become more
sophisticated, so our valuations
proliferate and become more dis-
criminating.

Of course, being valued does
not suffice to make something
valuable. Objective value arises
from open, honest, informed and
critical reflection on our valua-
tions. And criticism is, above all, a
collaborative activity. Only by con-
ducting inter-subjective inquiry
can we (provisionally) decide
which of our valuations are justi-
fied and which are not. In this
respect, questions of value are no
different from questions of fact. If
we are to make full use of human
experience, sensibility, intelligence
and judgment, inquiry must be
democratic. No person, point of
view or line of inquiry should be
excluded; there must be no rela-
tions of hierarchy and depend-
ence; and participants must
observe the principles of “dis-
course ethics”: speak sincerely, tell
the truth, say only what they
believe to be rationally warranted,
refrain from manipulation, and
so on.

THE PROPER SCOPE OF THE
MARKET
The fact-value distinction is a
purely conceptual tool. It divides
the seamless web of human experi-
ence, just as parsing resolves con-
tinuous sentences into parts of
speech. But the pursuit of knowl-
edge calls for both facts and values,
just as linguistic communication
requires both nouns and verbs.
Once we recognise that science
and ethics are distinct, but overlap-
ping and complementary kinds of
inquiry, we shall be better placed
to develop a political economy
that studies the conditions under
which human beings flourish,
taking into account the full diversi-
ty of human values, not just those
served by the production of com-
modities and the institutions of the
market.

The trouble with capitalist com-
modity production – one of the
troubles – is that it is invasive. If it
is not continually checked, it
expands into every pore of social
life, displacing or degrading those
of our activities that serve non-
market values: ideals of intimacy
and commitment in the sphere of
personal relations; ideals of profes-
sional excellence and integrity in
occupations such as law, medicine,
science, sport and the arts; ideals of
associative participation and self-
management in civil society; and
ideals of solidarity and citizenship
in the political sphere. The proper
scope of the market is a question
that cannot be left to the market.
To answer it definitively we need to
engage in public debate and build a
more democratic social order.
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BOOK REVIEW

Britain feels bad – and did so
even before the onset of the
present economic crisis. This

is the prime theme of this very well
written and incisively argued
book. The first, and by far the
longest chapter (written by
Devine, Pearmain, Prior and
Purdy), establishes a broad inter-
pretative framework. It analyses
“Britain’s contemporary social
malaise”, traces its roots to the
“organic crisis of the 1970s”, and
concludes by outlining proposals
for revitalising the left. This chap-
ter constitutes the first part of the
book. Subsequent chapters amplify
the various themes and issues it
raises and are written by the four
editors and six other contributors.
The second part of the book
explores the distinctive values of
the democratic left, the third
focuses on specific policies, whilst
the final part is about “the prob-
lem of agency”.

The book uses Gramscian
theory to locate the historical roots
of the crisis. Here it covers familiar
territory, largely rehearsing argu-
ments that the authors have pre-
sented over the years. Its edge
sharpens when it investigates the
contribution of the New Labour
government to Britain’s social
malaise, with much of the discus-
sion revolving around its pro-
gramme for “modernising” the
public services. New Labour-style
modernisation, the book contends,
is underpinned by a narrative
heavily permeated by neo-liberal
thinking whose centrepiece is the
proposition that only a hefty dose
of market principles and disci-
plines could redeem the public
services. Healthcare, education
and other public services delivered
solely by public bodies were –

according to the New Labour nar-
rative – a recipe for sluggishness,
rigidity, inefficient use of resources
and “producer control” by vested
professional and trade union inter-
ests. The grip of monopoly public
provision of public services had to
be broken.

DISPARITIES RISING
Much of the detailed critique of
Labour government policies
offered by the various contributors
is convincing. It is now widely
acknowledged that its efforts to
relieve mounting inequality have
had a muted impact and that,
indeed, disparities in the distribu-
tion of wealth and income are
once more rising. Equally, the
authors are surely right to note the
demoralising effects of the tentac-
ular growth of “performance man-
agement”, where public sector
employees are subjected to ever
more rigorous and detailed scruti-
ny, monitoring and appraisal;
where priories are distorted to
comply with ever-multiplying tar-
gets and performance indicators;
and where valuable resources have
been soaked up by the growth of
the administrative incubus which
such methods and procedures
require.

New Labour, the book shows, is
engaged in a bold programme of
social re-engineering characterised
by “the spread of market forces,
relationships and commercial
norms to social activities in which
their role was previously circum-
scribed”, with malign effects.
People’s lives have become more
fragmented and atomised as the
social bonds which helped nourish
the sense of communal belonging
have been weakened – not least by
a “rampant commercialisation”

enthusiastically promoted and
given official sanction by New
Labour. Freedom has been narrow-
ly redefined as the extension of
consumer choice, the notion of
“individual aspiration” reduced to
that of the capacity to boost one’s
earning power. With all its rhetoric
about community, New Labour has
been an eager proponent of what
Kate Soper, in her chapter, calls the
consumerist way of life – a mode of
consuming defined by “its resist-
ance to any non-commodified con-
ceptions of the means of advancing
the good life and personal develop-
ment.” As a result, “our sense of
social membership and our shared
identity as citizens have been
effaced by individualist con-
sumerism, the dominant culture
and common sense of the age.”

MARKET IMPERATIVES
New Labour’s admiration for the
thrusting, entrepreneurial world
of the market is nowhere more
clearly demonstrated than in its
desire to reconfigure the culture
of the public sector. As David
Beetham in his chapter shows,
“public sector reform” has man-
dated the subordination of the
public sphere to market impera-
tives and the corrosion of the pro-
fessional and public service ethic
by performance management,
bureaucratically-imposed targets
and commercial imperatives.
Beetham puts his finger on what
may be one of the most enduring
and baleful efforts of the New
Labour approach: “the concept of
a profession itself, with the inde-
pendence that comes from the
internalisation of norms of good
practice alongside training in rele-
vant skills, has been eroded by the
market-driven assumption that
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effective performance can only be
secured by externally structured
incentives and sanctions.”

New Labour, the authors con-
tend, is in effect completing and
consolidating the Thatcherite proj-
ect. Indeed, its “only discernible
historic mission” has been to
expose Britain to “the full force of
neo-liberal capitalism under the
rubric of globalisation.” But at this
point, the book becomes less per-
suasive. What, for example, does
the term “historic mission” mean?
Does it refer to a strategy con-
sciously adopted by New Labour
politicians? If so what is the precise
nature of the “mission” and where
is the evidence that New Labour
thought in these terms? Or does it
refer to a role assigned to the party,
which it was impelled to adopt by
some conjuncture of historical
forces. If so, how, and through
what processes?

MEDLEY OF GOALS
Thinking in terms of a mission also
encourages a propensity in the
book to overstate the degree to
which the Labour government
since 1997 has pursued a coherent,
internally consistent programme.
An inspection of its record suggests
that policy has been driven by a
medley of goals (and instruments
to realise them), not all of them
easily reconciled and some of
which are in clear tension with
each other. By the same token,
New Labour is depicted in unduly
negative terms. If the Tories had
retained power, British society
would surely have been more dis-
figured by poverty and inequality,
with more impoverished and
lower calibre public services, with
significantly lesser opportunities
for the socially disadvantaged and
with even more people exposed to
the vagaries of market forces. The
record of Labour in office has by
no means been as dismal as many
(though not all) the contributors
appear to suggest.

So where to go from here? What
the left requires, the book main-
tains, is a new “project” by which
they mean “a long-term undertak-
ing informed by deep and lasting

values” which makes sense of the
past, identifies the main problems
facing society and proposes a strat-
egy for tackling them. This not
only New Labour, but also “the
left” (a rather protean term) has
signally failed to evolve. The
authors lament “the besetting
weaknesses of the British Left: its
ambivalent attitude to democracy,
its workerism, its economism, and
its failure to appreciate the role of
moral and intellectual leadership
in defending or challenging the
prevailing social order and in win-
ning or retaining political power.”

This raises the questions: who
then will design and implement a
compelling new project? The
opening chapter suggests three
possible answers: “transforming
the Labour Party, assembling a
rainbow alliance around Labour,
and founding a completely new
party.” The first possibility is swift-
ly dismissed. Labour has aban-
doned its historical role of giving
“a voice to social groups who
would otherwise have been
excluded from national politics.”
By “projecting itself as the natural
party of business it has rendered
the party’s traditional supporters –
the organised working class and
the liberal intelligentsia – political-
ly homeless.” It is devoid of serious
policy discussion, is intellectually
exhausted and is in the grip of a
central leadership which is more
than capable of deflecting any seri-
ous challenge.

RAINBOW ALLIANCE
The second possibility is more
sympathetically discussed. The
authors note the growing appeal of
a rainbow alliance comprising pro-
gressives drawn from a range of
political organisations and note
that it could gain traction if some
form of electoral reform was
implemented. But whilst they see
signs of such an alliance in the new
politics of devolved Scotland they
conclude that the best hope for the
future lies in the third option. The
fragments of the left need to be
welded together to form a new
organisation or, at least, to create
the “social and cultural precondi-

tions for the eventual formation of
a new party.”

This is the least plausible part of
the argument presented in the
book. What precisely are these
‘‘social and cultural precondi-
tions” and how will they be fash-
ioned? Where is the evidence of
any groundswell of opinion
favouring the creation of a new
party? In what social or attitudinal
base would it be anchored? And
why should we believe it would
have any more prospect of success
than similar enterprises in the
past?

One suspects the authors them-
selves are unconvinced. The book
rather bleakly comments that we
are left with “a project in search of
a party”. But the problem may be
framing the discussion in terms of
parties and projects. Maybe the
age of the classical party has
passed. Perhaps we should begin to
think in terms of new forms of
political organisation of (for exam-
ple) looser networks, which can
co-ordinate the efforts of the many
voluntary organisations and pres-
sure groups which have sprung up
over the years and display a degree
of vigour and enthusiasm that par-
ties can rarely match.

The real strength of the book,
however, lies less in prescription –
in adumbrating new strategies for
the future – than in its dissection of
Feelbad Britain. In a time of eco-
nomic and financial turmoil, it is a
timely reminder that our afflic-
tions are social as well as econom-
ic, exhibited in rising levels of
mental illness, widespread alcohol
misuse, an epidemic of obesity and
anomic social behaviour. Politics is
about more than who gets what,
when and how. It is also – or ought
to be – about “how should we live
our lives” and “what is ultimately
worth doing”. If we forget this, we
impoverish the value of any politi-
cal project.

� Eric Shaw is a senior lecturer in
politics at the University of Stirling.
He is a long-standing member of
the Labour Party and has published
many books and articles on the
party’s history and policy.
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In which Lesley
Riddoch dons The Hat.

DIARY
Frantic Friday. It may not be

how history remembers the
day Gordon Brown made his

fateful and ultimately successful
cabinet reshuffle – but it’s
certainly how I’ll hoik Friday June
5th from the Riddoch memory
banks.

My production company
broadcasts a political discussion
programme Riddoch Questions on
Radio Scotland from the BBC
studios in Edinburgh, every Friday
lunchtime. Our staff and office are
based in Dundee, but because the
BBC studio there can’t actually
broadcast we’ve had to use
adapted studios at Abertay
University and Adam Smith
College in Glenrothes to get on
air. But these facilities were built
for student training not live
broadcast, and despite great co-
operation from both institutions
we hit access and technical
problems we couldn’t overcome.
So now the Feisty team treks to
Edinburgh each week to transmit
the programme until the end of
July when we are taken off air
altogether by BBC Scotland
schedule changes.

I relate all this simply to convey
the idea that it isn’t easy to make
last minute changes because, on
Friday morning, Feisty staff are all
in trains and cars heading for
Edinburgh.

And that Friday, suddenly,
almost everything in Britain’s
political world took a lurch.

We had already booked
Conservative London-based
columnist and Scot Bruce
Anderson, the former treasurer of
Labour in Scotland Bob Thomson
and the European Parliament’s
man in Scotland John Edward.
But as soon as James Purnell’s
astonishing resignation letter hit
the news late on Thursday night,
it was clear the programme would
discuss nothing but Gordon

Brown and the survival of his
government. Political opinions are
not easy thing for EU officials to
hold – in public anyway. So John
agreed to step down this week as a
guest – hugely frustrated that
Europe’s big moment in the sun
(the European Parliament
elections) could be so easily
overshadowed – and it was then a
matter of phoning every Labour
politician whose number was in
my phone or laptop. Friday’s not
a good day to get MPs or MSPs
because parliaments are empty
and politicians are in
constituencies. Which means
frantic callers tend to get a lot of
answer phone messages. So I was
very grateful to former Glasgow
Provost Michael Kelly for racing
into Pacific Quay at the very last
minute. I don’t agree with
Michael’s take on Brown, PR or
Labour’s recent track record, but
producing this programme every
week you develop a healthy
respect for people prepared to
argue their corner in a rather
robust public arena. And Scots on
the wireless do seem to be a lot …
feistier than folk down south.

Earlier in June, Tory blogger
Iain Dale got so fed up with
interruptions from Professor John
Curtice and Lib Dem Andy Myles
that he threatened to walk out.
Iain was partly pacified by an
e-mailer telling him he sounded
pompous – and we only know that
because he had the good grace to
read the e-mail out on air, before
making a really thought-
provoking contribution about the
rocky road he’s experienced since
coming out as a gay man in the
Tory party. Do I agree with his
politics? – not much. But without
finding bold performers of this
calibre, New Labour’s chances of
winning hearts and minds are
zilch come the next election –
whoever is leading the party.

British children record the
lowest feelings of wellbeing in

Europe (according to UNICEF
2006). Could be that because so
many are cooped up indoors in
nurseries without stimulating play
because of adult fears over safety?

I broadcast an investigation for
Radio Scotland mid June called
Killing with Kindness – and
uncovered a very strange thing. In
Scotland, almost all nursery kids
are kept indoors for fear of
accidents outside, but nobody will
confess to being responsible for
creating our cotton-wool kids
culture. Not environmental health
officers, parents, the Health and
Safety Executive, the Association
of British Insurers, teacher’s
unions – nobody.

And yet keeping kids indoors is
now commonplace. If they have a
picnic in a field with cowpats they
could get e-coli (though no case of
this happening has ever been
recorded in Scotland). If they
throw snowballs they could blind
other kids with pieces of grit.
Home-baking has been banned
from Dundee schools, conkers are
banned, petting farms where kids
can touch animals are banned – all
in the name of safety.

And yet ROSPA say children
need “small accidents” to improve
their judgement and ability to
assess risk. Medical experts say
exposure to animals strengthens a
child’s immune system. And
surveys suggest that cooped up
British children become fat, lazy,
bored, restless, confused about
where food comes from and wary
about walking to school or
exploring their own suburban
neighbourhood – all in the name
of safety. What a mess.

By contrast in Norway – where
I made a two week visit earlier this
year – every child has a statutory
right to a kindergarten place from
the age of one (with prices capped
at £200 per month) and the right
to be outside one day per week.
The result (and perhaps the cause)
appears to be an adult outdoors
culture where families spend
holidays in mountain cabins, leave
work early to go ski-ing in winter

Without
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performers
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calibre, New
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winning
hearts and
minds are
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the next
election.
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and hill-walking or swimming in
summer.

UNICEF’s child wellbeing
index shows countries like
Norway are at the top and Britain
is at the bottom of the 17
countries surveyed. On every
indicator – health, drug use,
educational attainment and
general happiness – British
children are doing less well than
Norwegian children.

Could that be because we are
spending too little cash on the
early years of life – and too much
trying to “retrofit” skills onto the
casualties of poor childhood
learning experiences?

It’s a simple sounding issue –
but wholesale change of spending
priorities and the adoption of an
outdoors culture for kids could do
more to tackle child poverty than
simply fiddling with levels of child
tax credit.

Idiscover I have something in
common with tennis ace Rafael

Nadal. I’ve jiggered my knee.
Hobbling around after an

energetic dance session at the
Orkney Folk Festival it appears I
have a medial ligament strain and a
bit of torn cartilage. Great timing –
I’m due to be cycling on Norway’s
Arctic coast in early August with
my other half, Chris. Most friends
suggest we hire a tandem (not
popular with he who must be
obeyed) but one booked me into a
sports injury clinic in Edinburgh.

Good move. Not only do they
think cycling is a great knee
recovery exercise (the bulk of one’s
weight is supported by the saddle)
but in their waiting room I flicked
throughMen’s Health, a mag I’d
assumed was basicallyNutswith
six-packs. What a revelation. The
tone was purposeful, precise and
playful. Not patronising, daft and
image obsessed as women’s mags
have become. Would it be too odd
to take out a subscription? Or
maybe I could pen an article about
tandem cycling up Norwegian
fjords …

� Lesley Riddoch is a journalist
and broadcaster.
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